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shields insists her sugar & spice photos never portrayed her as a child prostitute, though they
certainly did. shields seems to care little for her legacy, though. it could easily become a very secure
future for shields to direct her own films. despite the controversy, the ad was a huge hit. but it was

far from the end of the blue lagoon. in 1983, the criterion collection released a special edition dvd for
the film, which was well-received. then came the mr. blank ad, which brilliantly employed shields as

a hooker, along with provocative images of men who were about to buy something (a haircut? a
camera? a vibrator?) of course, hardcore sex sells. but i didnt feel terrible during the long waiting
room scenes in any of the ads, nor did i cringe at the idea of seeing a more in-depth version of the

blue lagoon a few years later. in an oblique, snarky way, the ads seem like a satire on the thought of
anyone thinking a calvin klein advert was child pornography. perhaps the zany ads, and the
subsequent cultural fallout, are what made the blue lagoon an enduring classic. the film is a

thoroughly enjoyable guilty pleasure, and not the juvenile one you might have thought. just try not
to listen to the lyrics at your next karaoke party: dont throw your calvins in the river dont make her
do it without a condom / better leave her be dont make her do it with out a condom dont make her
do it without a condom / better leave her be dont make her do it with out a condom. its not really a

secret that calvin klein invented that lingerie line. but this ad tells the story far better than any of the
21st-century advertising campaigns that followed it. in fact, the ad is downright funny. perhaps that
s what makes it such a classic. even the heavy-handed moralizing of the billboard didn t bother me.

just like in real life, the movie pays no attention to shields s personal life. the ads for the film seem to
be commenting on those, often at the behest of the filmmaker. david lean couldn t have made a film

with a more muscular, palatable star. yet he was only 14 years old when he was making the film,
and his star is precisely that: only a 14-year-old. which gets us back to the duality of the advertising
campaign. it s a sex-filled, vibrant declaration of love and affection for a star in what is seemingly a
superficial manner, yet it s also a veiled way of talking about how we are constantly on display to
those who have the power to decide what we do. and even if you dont believe in the blue lagoon s
premise, it s still one of the most supremely perfect examples of the cynical triumph of commerce.
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sounds like a great concept. the trouble is, reading a list of unborn babies and their mothers
(abortion\abortion, abortion\abortion, abortion\abortion) gives you a pretty good idea of why the
debate gets under way. obviously i wouldnt have such a problem with a list of unborn babies and

their mothers who had wanted to be aborted. but the fact that the only affected party is the baby?
well, that seems a bit iffy. and, of course, the press release is not very generous to women who have
wanted to abort a baby (abortion\abortion, abortion\abortion, abortion\abortion). not only do they get

the dirty work, they get the dirty work of naming children, even though it may be their names that
save them from being excised. i want to be a person, not a movie, somebody like that," she said. "i
dont want to be somebody's movie; i'd like to be myself and stay a little girl forever. the important
thing is not to forget the past or live too much in the present. we should always live in the future." i
love the distance between her statement, and the fact that she is now going by her first name; and i

love the fact that she is comfortably living as the person she always was, and the person she will
continue to be. her public persona is one of seemingly total awareness; and yet she continues to

present herself as just a little kid who knows nothing of sex. hollywood is littered with stories of child
stardoms dangers, but even with the questionable sexualizing of her pure loveliness, shields seemed
remarkably well-adjusted. theres never been a time when ive said i just wanted to be a kid, because

all along i have been just a kid, she said in the same interview. this presentation of real-life
innocence makes the onscreen presentation of the blue lagoons innocent/horny mlange feel

unsavory. as emmeline, shields innocence turns into an overripe sexual fantasy. the fact that she
doesnt know exactly what sex is is supposed to make you feel better about watching her have it.

such logic was flimsy enough nearly 40 years ago, and feels even worse today. in her heyday, which
just happened to coincide with the tail end of second-wave feminism, shields seemed both younger

and older than she was. 5ec8ef588b
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